Example Print specification

The intellectual property for these cards belongs to Martin Wilson (who wrote the rules), Clare Morrison (who had the idea of the cards) and their employer, NHS Highland. All three parties are happy for any other NHS organisation to re-print the cards providing NHS Highland is credited in small print on the back of the card.

Title: **SPSP Medicine Sick Day Rules**  
Size: 85 x 55mm  
No of Pages: 2pp  
Origination: PDFs Supplied, Electronic Proofs for Approval.  
Colours: 4 colours both sides  
Stock: 350gsm uncoated  
Finish: Trim to size.

Title: **Medicine-health professionals leaflet**  
Size: A5  
No of Pages: 4pp  
Origination: PDFs Supplied, Hard Copy Proofs for Approval.  
Colours: 4 colours both sides  
Stock: 200gsm silk  
Finish: score and fold to size.

Title: **Medicine-patient information leaflet**  
Size: A5  
No of Pages: 4pp  
Origination: PDFs Supplied, Hard Copy Proofs for Approval.  
Colours: 4 colours both sides  
Stock: 200gsm silk  
Finish: score and fold to size.